WHY MAKE A RAID ON ROMANISM—???
WHEN PROTESTANTISM IS FOREMOST—!!!

4 TIMES: "THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES!"
4 TIMES: "WILL BE FOREMOST IN STRETCHING THEIR
4 TIMES: "HANDS ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND
4 TIMES: "OF SPIRITUALISM!" GC 588.
4 TIMES: "SHE WILL REACH OVER THE ABYSS TO CLASP
4 TIMES: "HANDS WITH THE ROMAN POWER!" 1884 GC

1884 GC 277, 278, 405. 1888 GC 588. 1911 GC 440, 444,
445, 588. MAGEN 1, 2. TM 112. CWE 64-5. MARANA[THA
190 to 221, 241-3.

"PROTESTANTISM!" will be "FOREMOST!" IN NO WAY CAN
THAT BE "ROMANISM!" AN OCEAN APART! IT MIGHT BE SAID
"ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANT-
ISM in the NEW!" 1884 GC 445. GC 616.

BUT WE MUST CONSIDER TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!
THE "TIME!" is the WIND-UP OF EARTH'S AFFAIRS - the "TIME!"
of the "SEALING!" and the "CLOSE OF PROBATION!"

THE FIRST THING A COURT WANTS TO KNOW: "WHO STARTED
IT—???" 1884 GC 405 and GC 588 - "THE PROTESTANTS of
the UNITED STATES WILL BE FOREMOST!"

"PROTESTANTISM!" is the "AGGRESSOR!" - "THE PRIME
MOVER!" "PROTESTANTISM!" MOVES to SOLICIT the HELP of
"SPIRITUALISM!" ALL CHURCHES have been trying to "GET THE
POWER!" But who gets it—??? In this VITAL QUESTION - the
"CHANGERS!" in the Temple would like to HEAP EVERYTHING
ON "ROMANISM!" And we could take up a lot of TIME and
SPACE to "PROVE!" (THAT-THE-BOOKS-WERE-CHANGED!) But
that is NOT the burden for ONE-SHEET-OF-PAPER! THERE IS A
NEW "INDEX!" to ADD to the SET OF 3. ANN OBTAINED THAT
FOR US and this is the ANSWER:

{Insert Page One}
"OUR NATION...PROTESTANTISM"

shall stretch HER hand across the GULF to GRASP the hand of the ROMAN POWER, when SHE shall reach over the ABYSS to CLASP HANDS with SPIRITUALISM...THE TIME HAS COME FOR THE MARVELOUS WORKING OF SATAN AND THAT THE END IS NEAR!" MARANATHA 190. T5:451.

WE SPENT A WHOLE DAY TO PROVE THAT POINT. (Feb. 15, 1994.) EVEN IF THE WHOLE ADVENTIST WORLD IS GOING CRAZY POINTING AT "ROMANISM!" "THE PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST....!!" MARANATHA 190. THAT is NOT "THE PAPACY!" and NEVER—WILL—BE—!!! It could be said we have PROVEN—OUR—POINT!

BUT HAVE WE - ??? YES and NO!

WHY DO WE SAY "YES!" and "NO!" Because "WE HAVE FAR MORE TO FEAR FROM WITHIN THAN FROM WITHOUT. The HINDRANCES to STRENGTH and SUCCESS are far greater FROM THE CHURCH ITSELF than from THE WORLD—!!!" RH 2:121. March 22, 1887.

WE ARE DEALING WITH "BILL WOODWARDS!"

"3-FROG MESSAGES!"


IT IS THE "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" EW 88,263.

IT IS POWERED BY "SPIRITUALISM!" By "MIRACLES!" SM 2:54. By those who have "DEPARTED from the "FAITH!" and they will "SEEMINGLY!" bring down "FIRE!" OUT OF HEAVEN!" SM 2:54. BC 7:976. SM 3:393. REV. 13:13,14.

AGAIN - NOT THE "BEAST!" BUT WILL "AMAZE!" -


"By the MEANS of those MIRACLES which he had POWER to do IN THE SIGHT-OF-THE-BEAST!" REV. 13:14. MARANATHA
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164. SM 3:408 tells us those who have the SATAN INSPIRED
"ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (3 TIMES IN THAT "SPIRITUAL-
ISM CHAPTER!) (GC 560-1.) SM 3:114,353,408,414. GC 441-
2:49,51. PK 605-6. (ALL the above REFERENCES were taken
from the INDEXES!)

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

(A) "PROTESTANTISM" of the "UNITED STATES!" is "FORE
MOST!"
(B) "SHE!" will reach over the ABYSS to clasp "SPIRITUAL-
ISM!"
(C) "SHE" will "SOLICIT" - "PAPISTS!" 1884 GC 425. GC
607.
(D) "SHE" (ADVENTISM-WILSON) put close to a MILLION $'s
(E) at • ROME'S DISPOSAL. When the POPE went across
CANADA —
(F) HUNDREDS of WOMEN held out their CrippLED BABIES
(G) for the "PAPAL BLESSING!" You could see IN HIS EYES
(H) HIS PROFOUND EAGER DESIRE TO "HEAL!" THEM!
(I) HE COULD NOT! IF HE COULD HAVE DONE "ONE!" THEY
(J) WOULD HAVE MOBBED HIM BY THE "THOUSANDS!" THAT
IS
(K) WHY HE WILL STAND "AMAZED!" "ASTONISHED!" WHEN
ADVENTISM
(L) WILL PERFORM "MIRACLES!" - "IN-THE-SIGHT-OF-THE
BEAST!"
(M) (THE "BEAST!" IS NOT DOING IT! IT IS DONE IN HIS
"SIGHT!"
(N) REV. 13:14. GC 612,553. (430,372.) So what is all this
(O) HOLLERING about "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" "ROMAN-
ISM!"
(P) Is that a TRICK of the DEVIL to take our EYES away
(Q) from "ADVENTISM!" Who is "FOREMOST!" in bringing in
(R) "SPIRITUALISM!!!" SPIRITUALISTS had "LOVE ABOVE
LAW!"
(S) LONG AGO. Then it was "UNLIMITED!" NOW "UNCONDi-
TIONAL!"
(T) LOOK UP "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER IN ANY EDITION OF
GC.
(U) We have proven beyond the SHADOW of a DOUBT - that
ADVENTISM
(V) and AFFILIATES are all "HAY-WIRE!" in "COMING
EVENTS!"
(W) They THINK they are going to be GLORIFIED before men.
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(X) Not the SLIGHTEST THOUGHT of "FLEEING!" to any WILDERNESS!
(Y) TO COMPROMISE they will keep SUNDAY. GC 608. (426.)
(Z) THEY, with their CATHOLIC LAWYERS - will pass the "DEATH DECREES" MAGEN 1,2.

HOW DO THEY GET AWAY WITH THEIR "RACKETEERING?"

BECAUSE OF THEIR "DUMB DOG" PREACHERS. T5:211. "THE WORLD" IS NOT THAT "CRAZY!" "...and those who are "CHARMED!" with them NOW, (Or pay them their TITHE NOW!) or give them the LEAST COUNTENANCE NOW! will be all READY to ACT a PART with the DEVIL THEN...FIRE...FROM HEAVEN...MIHANCES...THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS BEING WITHDRAWN-!!! SM 2:51.

GOD'S COMMAND: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" (B7:63-4.)

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" never said to "LEAVE THE CHURCH?" WHY DID THEY TRY SO HARD TO GET RID OF SERIES B 7:63-4. (???) "I am now giving the MESSAGE GOD-HAS-GIVEN-ME-!!!"..."COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE!" else their SIN in JUSTIFYING WRONGS and FRAMING DECEITS will CONTINUE to be the RUIN OF SOULS!" B7:64.

GO BACK TO THE CHURCH IN THIS HOUR OF THE "OMEGA?" YOU WILL DESERVE ANY PLAGUES THAT YOU WILL GET-!!!

(JAMES WHITE:) "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE WAS, and still is - A WARNING to the Saints to "HOLD FAST!" - and NOT GO BACK, and "RECEIVE!" the MARKS which the Virgin Band GOT RID OF, during the SECOND ANGEL'S CRY!" "A WORD TO THE "LITTLE FLOCK." p.11. (They REFUSED to print these 30 pages for 25 YEARS!)

(and when they did - they messed them up!)

THIS IS NEEDED NOW-!!!

FREE! ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD - 8 COPIES.
150 COPIES TO U.S.A. - $3.00 U.S.
TO CANADA 150 COPIES - $5.00 U.S.
OTHER COUNTRIES - $7.00 U.S.
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